Lille Diane

She is a singer, songwriter, recording artist, national conference & retreat speaker, author, artist, and teacher. She is also a human sparkler. She inspires, supports and nurtures the creative spirit.

Our very own Lille Diane will do an interview with the Library to be recorded on April 25th

And will be available at our website, under Adult Programs, for your pleasure, shortly after that. Come and meet this extraordinary woman!

After a life-altering auto accident in 2008, Lille developed chronic & acute PTSD, agoraphobia, and autoimmune disease. Her journey within led her to discover hidden layers of trauma, how to connect the dots, and ultimately, rewire her brain back to wholeness. Lille approaches art-making as soul medicine, nature as her University, and thoughts as vehicles to greater self-awareness.

Lille, a Durango native, moved to Mancos in early spring 2015. She teaches art workshops locally and online, hosts creative retreats, mentors teens, and vlogs about her life and the Four Corners area on YouTube called My Postcard Life.